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HAERE MAI AND WELCOME TO COUNSELLING 

RESEARCH! 
 

This paper, 253.800, is the revised 45 credit research paper that forms a compulsory 

component of the Master of Counselling degree. 

 

By the time you are reading this Handbook you may have already established contact 

with staff who are supervising counselling research (see Section 6.0) and you might 

have a research project outline planned and approved in general terms.  If not, you 

need to contact the paper coordinator, Dr Karen Frewin, as soon as possible so we can 

get the process underway. 

 

At the successful completion of this paper, you will be able to: 

1. Design, manage, complete and present a sustained piece of individual research that 

demonstrates a sophisticated operationalisation of a research question relevant to 

professional counselling. 

2. Demonstrate a reflective and critical approach to the practice of research, applying 

appropriate ethical considerations. 

3. Collect, analyse and synthesise information from a range of sources and demonstrate 

the ability to interpret complex information. 

 

The broad definition of research adopted for this paper, drawn from John McLeod's (2003) 

work is 

 

'A systematic enquiry, leading to valid propositions and communicated to interested others' 

(p. 4). 

 

Empirical research with multiple human participants is NOT encouraged for the 253.800 

project. This is because the ethical approval required for such research is complex, and the 

time limit for completing this project is short.  Examples of the kind of research project you 

are advised to choose are: 

 a critical and substantive systematic literature review, OR 

 a case study. 

 

Ethical issues are described by the Massey University Human Ethics Committee (MUHEC), 

see: 

http://www.massey.ac.nz/massey/research/research-ethics/research-ethics_home.cfm. 

http://www.massey.ac.nz/massey/research/research-ethics/research-ethics_home.cfm
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RESEARCH PROJECTS 
 

In the library there are examples of previous counselling projects which you can search and 

borrow in the usual way.  We do not encourage students in this paper to choose a topic and 

a research approach at random.  This is because it is too difficult to produce empirical 

research of any value in the time allowed for this paper.   

 

Literature reviews and case studies are appropriate forms of research in a project of this size 

and, over time, they will form a critical mass which will be of professional use in the 

counselling field in Aotearoa New Zealand. 

 

There are two approaches which we encourage students to consider.  We invite you to think 

about the following: 

 

APPROACH 1 

CASE STUDY FROM PRACTICE 

John McLeod's information sheet and recent book on case study research (McLeod, 2010) 

provides thorough background material. Examples of narrative case studies written in 

collaboration with former clients include Kim Etherington's work (Etherington, 2000) and in a 

shorter piece (Wright, 2005).  McLeod suggests ways in which it is possible to write about 

client work in collaboration with that person.  To choose to write about a case study of a 

client with whom you are currently working is ethically challenging.  SEE MUHEC 

requirements via your research supervisor, and Appendix 6, Counselling Case Study 

Research Protocols. 

 

OR 

 

APPROACH 2 

CRITICAL SYSTEMATIC LITERATURE REVIEW 

A critical systematic literature review can be a valuable addition to current knowledge about 

a specific topic, especially if based on local studies in Aotearoa New Zealand. 

 

A critical systematic literature review can include, when appropriate, personal, evocative 

writing about your own experience of that chosen topic.  This can be appealing to people 

who tend to reflect on the ups and downs of life via writing.  There are good examples of this 

kind of study in the library in the Masters of Counselling Projects section.  To illustrate the 

academic literature using personal examples is particularly consistent with the goals of 

counselling. 
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1.0  GENERAL INFORMATION 
 

Contemporary Research 

This research project involves approaching a counselling and/or guidance issue with an 

enquiring mind and the intention to examine its nature and implications. 

 

Research into counselling and psychotherapy has tended to reflect the epistemologies, and 

therefore the methods, of the natural and medical sciences (Etherington, 2000; McLeod, 

1999).  Until the mid-1990s, quantitative methods predominated, especially in research 

emerging from the USA where most counsellors and psychotherapists would have a first 

degree in psychology (Polkinghorne, 1999).  Counselling research based in Aotearoa New 

Zealand, sits within these international trends, although unique indigenous and critical 

influences are of course a powerful part of any research undertaken here. 

 

One of the leaders of the radical shift towards qualitative and new paradigm research in 

counselling in the UK is John McLeod (McLeod, 2011, 2003).  This shift reflects similar (and 

earlier) movements in the social sciences generally.  Increased interest in qualitative studies 

since the mid-1990s is illustrated by the launch of the Counselling and Psychotherapy 

Research journal (CPR), of which John McLeod was the first editor.  CPR is now circulated to 

over 20,000 members of the British Association for Counselling and Psychotherapy.  Its 

'Notes for Contributors' page, emphasises that, unlike the majority of journals in the field, 

CPR welcomes articles that are reflexive, contextualised and practitioner-orientated. 

 

To enable you to acquire a practitioner-researcher-disseminator orientation to your work, 

the presentation of the 253.800 research project is in the form of a journal article.  It is our 

belief that constantly improving practice requires an investigative stance and the sharing of 

ideas and findings.  We want students to orient themselves towards publishing material, to 

increase the stock of ideas and research findings in Aotearoa New Zealand.  Undertaking 

research and publishing findings should be part of the ongoing performance of professionals 

in the guidance and counselling field. 

 

Recent moves to increase awareness of the politics of knowledge (Denzin & Giardina, 2007) 

have led to major debates in education, health disciplines, and even in cognitive behavioural 

practice and research, where until fairly recently, only empirical, positivist research has been 

'acceptable'. 

 

Traditionally, as previously mentioned, research in the talking therapies (counselling, 

coaching, psychotherapy) has been dominated by the medical model and more recently by 

'evidence-based practice'.  What constitutes 'evidence' is controversial and Cooper (2008) 

provides a very accessible way into this debate, as does McLeod (2000) who weighs up 
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various philosophies of knowledge and the dominance of the logical and scientific.  This 

dominance has led to an over-valuing of quantitative, and some qualitative approaches, 

where objectivity is the goal. Through this dominant standpoint subjectivity, context, and 

lived experience, were largely discounted. 

 

This is no longer the case and as part of the shift towards qualitative research in the talking 

therapies (McLeod, 2011), the ideal of reflexivity (Etherington, 2004) and the postmodern 

emphasis on subjectivities has moved some practitioner-researchers towards using 

themselves and their experience in research (Lang, 2011, Wright, 2009).  Known as auto-

ethnography, this is a challenging option and is not easy (Chang, 2008).  Consult with one of 

the team before taking up this approach. 

 

Specific Guidelines for Paper 253.800 

 

Paper number 253.800 

Credits 45 

Word length 6500 maximum 

Annotated Bibliography in 

Supplementary Materials 

15 annotations minimum/20 maximum 

Project Type Critical Systematic Literature Review or Case 

Study 

Ethics Application Low Risk Notification made to Supervisor 

 

How to Make a Start 

 

Step one – explore your approach options i.e., case study or critical systematic 

literature review 

If you choose a critical systematic literature review select a topic area and discuss it with the 

paper coordinator or a potential supervisor you have already identified. Some supervisors 

have specific topic areas of interest.  Via the paper coordinator, check out whether these 

areas are of interest to you.  This will give you a ready-made topic that will add to existing 

literature.  

 

Refine your topic - it is almost always the case that Masters students start out with ideas of a 

size which would be appropriate for several PhDs or even Nobel prizes!  It is likely that the 

paper coordinator and/or your supervisor will suggest you reduce the size of the project.   

 

You might want to ask yourself some questions: 

? Is there a single, clear research focus? 

? Why is it worth your energies to research this topic for a year? 
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? What are the benefits of the proposed research and for whom? 

? Who will benefit/potentially be harmed, and what are the cultural implications of 

such ethical questions? 

? How will I benefit as a researcher? 

? Is the research manageable in the time I have available? 

 

If you choose a case study, read Appendix 6 carefully and follow the steps.  Because there is 

more complexity in performing a case study you need to make a prompt start. 

 

Step Two - Begin a search of the relevant literature and peer reviewed, published 

research. 

This initial or provisional literature review is useful in a number of ways: 

 Development of a theoretical perspective, which may influence the research design. 

 Avoiding duplication of research in the field. 

 Contextualising the research. 

 Before you can decide if there is a gap in the topic area you have chosen to research, 

you must complete an initial literature survey.  Where are the gaps?  What makes this 

particular project worthwhile in order to fill those gaps? 

 

Make an appointment by email, phone, or in person, to contact the paper coordinator or 

potential supervisor to discuss your ideas. 

 

Step Three - More library research. 

Check links and materials on Stream. 

 

Step Four - Consider the ethical issues. 

If you are contemplating a case study, read Appendix 6 carefully and follow the instructions. 

NB: Once proposals are accepted and the project is underway, students need to liaise with 

their research supervisor in order to complete a Low Risk Notification (Massey University 

Human Ethics Committee (MUHEC)).  This is lodged with the supervisor only and is 

subsequently included in the Supplementary materials. 

 

Step Five - Complete your Research Proposal Outline and submit it by 2nd February. 

Please note: these can be accepted from 1 December 2014. 
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2.0 SCHEDULE OF KEY DATES AND ACTIONS 
 

The following are key dates and actions: 

 

By 2nd February or 

earlier 

Last date to submit Research Outline  

Begin Ethics Low Risk Notification  

 

By 2nd March Date by which Supervisor will be allocated 

 

By 16th March Supervisors response to Research Outline 

 

By 1st July Completed Progress Report from student due at Institute of 

Education 

 

By 13th November If you wish to be assured of graduating at your chosen ceremony, 

submit: 

(i) Article (with:  Facing pages - see Appendices 2 and 4) 

(ii) Supplementary Materials with: 

o Supplementary Notes (see 9.1.3.) 

o Candidate's Statement (see 9.4.) 

o Supervision Diary (see 7.4. and 9.5.) 

o Annotated Bibliography (see 9.1.3. and Appendix 3) 

o Low Risk Notification (see 8.2.3) 

 

By 27th November Absolutely final date for submission of materials 

 

 

Notes: 

(i) The Project should be able to be completed within the academic year of enrolment. 

(ii) A research outline for the Project may be submitted at any time in the year preceding 

enrolment but must be submitted at the latest by 2nd February in the year of 

enrolment.  Outlines submitted in the preceding year (while you are completing your 

chosen methods paper) must show evidence that the outline has been monitored and 

approved by the staff in that paper.  (It is expected that students submitting outlines 

during the year they are taking 267.782 or 267.783 will not be in a position to present a 

formal proposal for 253.800 until close to the end of the year before enrolment, 

when outlines have been commented on and approved as satisfactory for course 

requirements.) 
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(iii) If a student wants to graduate in the Auckland, Palmerston North or Wellington 

ceremonies (April/May) the completed project must be submitted by 13th November in 

the year of enrolment. 

(iv) In exceptional circumstances an application can be made for a delayed submission, up 

until January 31st.  Apply with the support of your supervisor to the Postgraduate 

Administrator: (IOE-postgraduate@massey.ac.nz). 

 

 

3.0 RESOURCES 
 

Within the research methods paper previously undertaken, you will have been introduced to 

resources that will be helpful to you in undertaking this research project.   

 

Some key titles are: 

McLeod, J. (2011). Qualitative research in counselling and psychotherapy (2nd ed.).  London 

England:  Sage. 

McLeod, J. (2010). Case study research in counselling and psychotherapy.  London England:  

Sage. 

McLeod, J.  (2003).  Doing counselling research.  London England:  Sage. 

 

There are multiple copies of these titles in the library. 

 

 

4.0 SUBMISSION OF RESEARCH OUTLINE 
 

For the critical systematic literature review research, the 5-7 page research outline is straight 

forward.  The outline should follow 267.782 or 267.783 guidelines and needs to cover the 

main features of the Project.  It is acceptable to submit an outline that was submitted as part 

of your previously undertaken methods paper.  This is on the proviso that you have made 

any modifications based on the assessment feedback you received for that piece of work, 

and that you have reformatted it as being a proposal for this Project rather than just the 

exact layout sent in for your methods research proposal assignment. 

 

For critical systematic literature review research an outline will normally contain the 

following: 

 A working title. 

 A statement of the aim(s) of the research - incorporating a description of the problem 

or issue to be examined. 

 A list of the research questions to be examined in the study. 

mailto:IOE-postgraduate@massey.ac.nz
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 An outline of the major databases to be consulted and reviewed. 

 A suggested time frame to be followed throughout the Project. 

 The names of possible supervisors at the University (see Section 6.0 on Supervision 

and the enclosure on Staff Research Interests). 

 A statement of expected outcomes. 

 A tentative outline of the structure of the final report (article) and a time line. 

 

253.800 students wishing to perform a case study need to follow the guidelines in Appendix 

6, Part G. 

 

An electronic version of the research outline, accompanied by the Research Outline Summary 

Sheet, must be uploaded to the Stream dropbox by 2nd February. 

 

While 2nd February is the date for submission of a research outline it is obviously more 

satisfactory if you and your supervisor can communicate with each other before this date.  

Your proposal is a preliminary outline of the topic and both you and your supervisor may 

wish to explore alternative possibilities before settling on an agreed approach. 

 

Complete a Research Outline Summary Sheet (See Appendix 7) and upload with your 

research outline to the Stream dropbox. 

 

 Do not send your outline directly to the person you are expecting to supervise your 

research. 

 

 

5.0 EXAMPLES OF RESEARCH TOPICS 
 

Some examples of research projects already undertaken for 253.758 and 253.800 are listed in 

Appendix 1.  A full list can be obtained from the Institute Secretary and the library holds 

some of the MCouns projects.  At various points through the year you may find it helpful to 

borrow some completed projects to assist you with developing yours.  Take advice from your 

supervisor on this, who may also be able to recommend which projects may be most helpful.   

 

These past projects may still be informative for 253.800 students; though be aware of revised 

conditions, i.e. 258.758 projects were shorter (5,000 words; 30 credits).   

 

Please note: The Case Study approach is a new initiative and no previous projects are 

available. 
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6.0 SUPERVISION 
 

Staff Interests 

An indication of staff members' fields of interest can be identified through the Institute of 

Education Research site.  Where your topic and a staff member's field of interest coincide 

there may be the possibility of organizing supervision with them.  However, as some staff will 

be more heavily loaded with graduate supervision and teaching than others, you may need 

to be allocated a supervisor other than the one you nominate. 

 

Approaching a possible Supervisor 

Some students will have had contact with potential supervisors while preparing their final 

assignment for their research methods paper.  In some cases this contact may be continued 

into the Project itself. 

 

You may independently wish to approach a potential supervisor before firming up your 

proposal.  You are welcome to make informal contacts with likely supervisors but eventually 

the allocation of supervision is the responsibility of the Research Coordinator. 

 

Field Consultant(s) 

While this is not a requirement, you may find it very useful to locate an experienced person 

in your region who is willing to assist from time to time with the development of your 

Project.  Suitable field consultants would be people who have had experience in conducting 

research projects as part of their own course of study or practice or in their everyday working 

context. 

 

Cultural Consultation 

This is likely to be vital to your project if your topic is directly about cultural issues, to respect 

Te Roopu Kaiwhiriwhiri o Aotearoa/New Zealand Association of Counsellors (TRKA/NZAC) 

and Treaty of Waitangi commitments.  See www.nzac.org.nz for details. 

 

Allocation of Supervisor 

Supervisors for all Masterate research projects in the Massey University Institute of Education 

will be allocated officially by the Institute.  All students will receive official notification of their 

supervisor as soon as possible after early March in the year of enrolment. 

 

NOTE: You cannot start your research until you have been officially notified of your 

supervisor. 
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7.0 SUPERVISION PROCEDURES 
 

Supervisor's and Student's Responsibilities 

Supervision is a shared process.  It is the supervisor's responsibility to offer suggestions, 

guidance and, where necessary, direction in order to create the conditions in which you can 

develop and complete your Project to your satisfaction, and in the time available. 

 

It is your responsibility to seek guidance and advice from your supervisor, especially where 

uncertainty or options arise.  From time to time your supervisor might offer suggestions and 

you must make decisions about whether to accept these or not.  The capacity of students to 

evaluate supervision advice and to make sensible choices becomes part of the evaluation 

process. 

 

Project Approval 

Once approval has been received you are expected to move generally along the time-line 

laid out in the proposal.  Severe disruptions to the time-line for personal or other reasons 

must be communicated to the supervisor and the Project re-evaluated. 

 

On-Campus Attendance and Supervision Schedule 

You could look to being on campus for supervision at some point in the undertaking of the 

Project.  This may be at the same time as on-campus attendance for other courses, such as 

within Professional Development workshops.  Students should contact their supervisor about 

availability then, and at other times during the year.   

 

Note: Supervision online (using Skype or similar) is also a possibility, and is becoming more 

widely used. 

 

Supervision Diary 

It is a requirement that students make formal contact with their supervisor at least once a 

month by telephone, letter, online or personal contact.  This monthly contact and other 

involvement should be recorded in a supervision diary kept by you and may be substantive 

or simply a confirmation that contact around a certain issue was made.  You should make a 

record of all contacts made with your supervisor. 

 

The Supervision Diary should be submitted as part of the Supplementary material with the 

Project and will be taken as evidence that both parties to the supervision process have met 

their responsibilities.  See Appendix 8 for suggested format. 
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Progress Reports 

A mid-year (July 1st) report from students on the progress of the Project will be requested by 

the Institute of Education.  This report will comment briefly on the progress being made on 

the Project, the supervision contacts, and any on-campus interviews, etc.  Supervisors will be 

asked to comment on the progress report's indication of progress.  You will be contacted 

nearer this date with the forms for completion.   

 

 

8.0 ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
 

The ethical guidelines below, and principles for the conduct of educational research, are 

based on similar guidelines developed by the New Zealand Association for Research in 

Education (NZARE) and the Code of Ethical Conduct developed by the Massey University 

Human Ethics Committee.  Even though the scope of this Project does not permit you to 

persue empirical research, understanding ethical considerations is vital for all researchers, 

and so we have retained this section in the study guide.  These notes have a particular 

relevance for those students who choose to perform a case study. 

 

Ethical Responsibility 

Responsibility for establishing and maintaining ethical practices in the conduct of research 

lies with you, and you should fully discuss with your supervisor all the ethical implications of 

the study.   

 

There are four circumstances, where an application must be made to the Massey University 

Human Ethics Committee (MUHEC) through the supervisor: 

 When participants are to be subjected to procedures that are potentially harmful to 

their physical or mental health. 

 When specific advice is needed on the nature of ethical problems and their solution 

in a particular project. 

 When, after discussion with the supervisor, unresolved ethical issues are apparent. 

 When an external agency requires certification of ethical approval as a prerequisite 

for funding, for screening by their own ethical committee or allowing access to 

agency operations. 

 

All students enrolled in 253.800 will work with their supervisor in order to create a Low Risk 

Notification which is lodged with the supervisor (not MUHEC).  

See  http://www.massey.ac.nz/massey/research/research-ethics/human-ethics/ 

for further information and the forms themselves. 

 

http://www.massey.ac.nz/massey/research/research-ethics/human-ethics/
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General Principles 

Ethical principles are not to be confused with ethical rules.  Rules are specific and prescribe 

or forbid certain actions.  Principles, on the other hand, are typically general and need to be 

interpreted before being applied in a particular context. 

 

The major ethical principles in the conduct of research are: 

 informed consent of the participants; 

 confidentialityof the data and the identity of individuals providing it; 

 minimising of harm to all persons involved in or affected by the research or its 

outcomes; 

 truthfulness an avoidance of any unnecessary deception; 

 social sensitivity to the age, gender, culture, religion, social class of the subjects. 

 

In all cases research subjects have rights that supersede those of the investigator, 

irrespective of the age of the subjects.  The interests of society in general, and the welfare of 

research subjects in particular, take precedence over the interests of the researcher. 

 

Specific Rights and Responsibilities 

 Research subjects, or those who act in loco parentis, have the right to refuse to 

participate in the research without penalty, and the right to withdraw from the 

research without penalty. 

 The researcher has a responsibility to ensure that no research procedure is used that 

may cause physical or psychological harm to the subject (e.g., research proposals 

involving 'timeout' or where interviews might prove upsetting to participants should 

be referred to the Human Ethics Committee). 

 The researcher has a responsibility to ensure that the demand made upon the time of 

participants does not adversely affect them. 

 The rights of particular ethnic or cultural groups should be acknowledged and 

respected.  (For instance, in Māori and Pasifika cultures, 'knowledge' is regarded as 

the property of the group, and while it may be borrowed or shared, it may not be 

taken.  Thus researchers must ensure that they do not use such knowledge as if it 

were their own; access to it must remain in the control of the appropriate group who 

will continue to determine who has access, under what conditions, and for what 

purposes.) 

 

Consent and Confidentiality 

If a study involves human participants, consent should be obtained.  See the MUHEC site for 

a template to be used for this purpose.   
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To ensure that such consent is informed, the researcher should: 

 provide all participants with a comprehensible explanation of the nature and purpose 

of the research, including any features that may affect subjects' willingness to 

participate; 

 answer all questions from participants to their satisfaction, and in terms that are 

appropriate to their comprehension; 

 inform and obtain consent from parents, guardians and/or those who act in loco 

parentis where such consent is appropriate; 

 ensure that participants understand that they may decline to participate or withdraw 

from the activity at any time without penalty of any sort and that their privacy and 

confidentiality will be protected. 

 

Where the research entails gaining access to institutional records, the researcher should gain 

the consent both of the participants and of the institution concerned. 

 

Participants should be assured that their identity will be concealed during the processing and 

reporting of the research, and should be informed of the measures taken to ensure 

confidentiality of information, including video and audio recording. 

 

CASE STUDIES 

Please note here that non-identifiability is a more stringent requirement than non-

identification.  It may be possible to identify location, for example, just from the name of the 

researcher.  This should be taken into account when reporting findings or writing case 

studies.  In some cases, of course, identification of a setting may not be a problem and may 

even be central to the study.  However, this needs to be cleared with key stakeholders. 

 

Feedback and Reporting 

At an appropriate time (i.e., when there is sufficient data and analysis to permit it) 

participants should be given feedback on the research and the opportunity provided for any 

misconceptions to be clarified and questions answered. 

 

Researchers should acknowledge the co-operation and contribution of all concerned in the 

conduct of the research. 

 

Normally a Project is a public document and should not contain any confidential or personal 

material unless permission has been verifiably obtained. 

 

Researchers have a responsibility in reporting their research to ensure that due regard is 

given to the role and interests of all parties concerned, and the social, political and human 

implications.   
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This may necessitate: 

 acknowledging any assistance received; 

 stating the particular ethical concerns that have been considered and the principles 

that have been followed; 

 reporting research even if the results conflict with the researcher's expectations. 

 

This section has provided a brief overview of ethical considerations. Students must 

consult the Massey Code of Ethical Conduct 

(http://www.massey.ac.nz/massey/research/research-ethics/human-ethics/) 

in constructing their proposal and then further developing the design. 

 

All students need to prepare a Low Risk Notification form which is lodged with your 

supervisor (not with MUHEC). 

 

 

9.0 PRESENTATION OF THE PROJECT 
 

Format 

The Project is not a thesis and will not resemble a thesis in depth of inquiry or length of 

reporting.  We are keen that the material presented is read rather than just being shelved.  

Therefore, the projects are to be presented in the form of a journal article that potentially 

can be published as soon as possible after completion and assessment. 

 

Notes: 

(i) Place your Acknowledgements in the Supplementary Material. 

(ii) Word length – 6500 words ±10%. 

 

In Appendix 2, 'Information for Contributors' for the New Zealand Journal of Counselling is 

provided and this will serve as the basic guidelines for article preparation.  A number of 

projects already completed have been published in journals. 

 

Supplementary Materials 

As we are now using Stream, we are asking you to submit the supplementary materials 

electronically.  Even though the major project will be article length, it is still essential to 

develop and undertake the Project with appropriate scope and due regard for fundamental 

research principles.   

 

To ensure that this happens, in addition to and separate from the article, you will need to 

submit the following: 

http://www.massey.ac.nz/massey/research/research-ethics/human-ethics/
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 Supplementary Notes on methodology, results and analysis matters.  These need to 

be sufficient to cover key procedures and issues and to clarify any likely points of 

contention. 

 where relevant, illustrative materials, samples of letters or questionnaires, transcripts 

or other 'raw' data. 

 earlier drafts and 'think pieces', that illustrate the development of ideas. 

 An Annotated Bibliography of major literature studied (some of which will be 

referred to in the article), with summary comments on themes and issues relevant to 

the project topic.  It is expected that there will be at least 15 central literature sources 

included (see Appendix 3 for details of procedures for completing the Annotated 

Bibliography).   

 Supervision Diary, including dates and outcomes from supervision. 

 

Supervisors will assist in determining exactly what is required for this supplementary 

material.  Note that the overall tasks of the supplementary material are to provide evidence 

of the writing stages of the Project and to demonstrate that the reported procedures were 

undertaken.  The Supplementary material is part of the Project and is assessed. 

 

Writing Style 

Your project article should be written in an appropriate 'academic' style.  The supervisor 

should also be consulted about matters of style at an early stage in the writing. 

 

As the writing of the research article develops, it is useful to keep asking the following 

questions: 

 Is the purpose of the Project made clear and kept to the forefront at all transition 

points? 

 Is there a clear focus and direction for each section? 

 Could an intelligent reader make sense of what is written without having to (i) sift 

through unnecessary detail or (ii) guess the meaning of key ideas/terms? 

 Are the procedures (methods) adequately described? 

 Has the evidence been adequately reported? 

 Are the conclusions warranted? 

 Has the theory/literature been integrated with the methodology and the analysis and 

discussion? 

 Are links made with other related research or guidance and counselling issues? 

 Have the constraints and limitations of the study been sufficiently considered? 

 Have all the ethical considerations been addressed? 

 Does it meet the length requirement (NB: The Abstract and Reference list are extra to 

this)? 
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Following these instructions, submit your supplementary materials online.  We will be giving 

more detail about this on Stream. 

 

Two (2) paper copies of the article and one (electronic) copy of the supplementary 

material, and an electronic version of your article, must be submitted by 13th November 

in the year of enrolment to be eligible to graduate at your chosen ceremony.  The absolutely 

final date for submission of your project is 27th November.  You should keep a copy for 

yourself.  The supervisor may retain a copy of the article and one copy will be held on file, 

and possibly catalogued in the library. 

 

Candidate's Statement 

You are required to include with the supplementary material a statement certifying that the 

Project submitted is the result of your own work, except where otherwise acknowledged, and 

that this Project or any part of the same has not been submitted for other papers or degrees 

for which credit or qualifications have been granted. 

 

Binding 

The two paper copies of the article should be presented in plastic spiral-bound form with a 

clear plastic cover and an initial facing page with the information shown in Appendix 4. 

 

SEND TWO (2) PAPER COPIES OF YOUR PROJECT TO ARRIVE BY 13th NOVEMBER TO: 

 

The Postgraduate Administrator, 

Massey University 

Institute of Education 

Private Bag 11 222 

Palmerston North 4442 

 

AND PLACE AN ELECTRONIC COPY OF YOUR SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS AND 

PROJECT IN THE DROPBOX ON THE 253.800 STREAM 

ALSO BY THE 13TH NOVEMBER. 
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10.0 EXAMINATION OF THE PROJECT 
 

The Project will be examined by two independent examiners.  They may be Massey University 

staff members, or from another institution. 

 

Assessment will include both a letter grade and a written report (see 10.3 and Appendix 5).  

In broad terms, the article will be worth 80% of the final grade and the supplementary 

material 20%.  Official results will be notified through the normal examination process and 

are open to re-consideration in the same way as other results. 

 

The examiner will be asked to provide a written report, which will usually include: 

 an overall evaluation of the substance and quality of the Project; 

 an indication of particular strengths or weaknesses of such features as research 

procedures, theoretical rigour, interpretation and argument, and professional 

significance, appropriate to the nature of the Project; and 

 comments on particular strengths or weaknesses in presentation and reporting. 

 

Although there is no one set of criteria by which the material may be examined, the 

following set of broad guidelines (appropriate to the Project form and style) are used: 

 Focus: Are the objectives and research questions clear? 

 Foundations: Is the research connected to established knowledge or practice 

experience (demonstrated through literature sources and citing); this will also involve 

a critical approach to established theory? 

 Methodology: Has the means for researching the research questions being 

adequately justified?  Are issues of ethics, validity, reliability, suitably addressed?  Are 

the procedures followed for data collection appropriate? 

 Results:  Are the results presented in a clear, concise and meaningful way?  Has good 

use been made of such things as Tables, Figures, Data, Quotations, to illuminate? 

 Discussion: Does the discussion link the findings to established knowledge or 

practice experience (either in support or challenge) and to the research aims?  Is 

there an extension into implications? 

 Conclusion: Is the material of the Project brought together in a concise manner with 

conclusions that are appropriate and that arise from the study without going beyond 

it? 

 

These points should be demonstrated in the article.  Where the article does not allow full 

handling of an issue (e.g., a discussion of diverging theoretical stances in the literature or 

examination of arguments for and against a particular methodology) this should be located 

in the supplementary material.  Typically these might be in the form of 'think-pieces'. 
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Writing/Presentation:  As well as the above, presentation of the article material is 

important.  Matters of clarity, format, style, organisation, accuracy and readability should be 

considered, and the latest APA referencing style used (see Massey OWLL).   

 

The guidelines indicate the length of the article to be written and this should be adhered to.  

The marker will approach this issue as if they were the Editor of such a journal and assess the 

extent to which the material would be publishable as presented. 

 

This may mean that the criteria for length can be modified, within reason, to accommodate a 

paper, for example, that needs to incorporate qualitative data presentation or one needing 

extra essential Tables and/or Figures.  However, going beyond the set length should be seen 

as the exception, rather than the rule. 

 

Grades for Research Projects 

See Appendix 5 

 

Overleaf is a sample 253.800 Case Study Examination Sheet (note:  The 6500 word Case 

Study Research Project accounts for 80% of total, with 20% for Supplementary Materials) 

 

 

11.0 INTENTION TO PUBLISH  
 

Students are encouraged to pursue actual publication of the Project article after the 

submission and examination procedures are completed. 

 

Because a supervisor is likely to be involved in an advisory capacity with the research and the 

production of the Project article, it is anticipated that any such publication submission will be 

in the form of a joint-authorship with you as first (senior) author and the supervisor as 

second (junior) author.  However, where the degree of involvement in this initial phase has 

been light or by choice, the supervisor might waive that expectation. 

 

After the examination of the Project is complete, the supervisor is able to get more fully 

involved in the work of preparation for publication.  This may include some re-writing, 

editorial assistance, guidance about appropriate journals to submit to and/or some 

reworking of matters of substance.  The relationship will be able to change from that of 

supervisor-supervisee to that of collaborative colleagues.  It is envisaged that such 

involvement will be negotiated between the parties in the spirit of joint authorship. 
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253.800 Case Study:  Examination Sheet: 

 

Name:       ID. No:    Date: 

Examiner:       Mark out of 80%:   /80 

1 = excellent 2 = good  3 = adequate  4 = inadequate  5 = poor 

 

 

1. Presentation quality – 10% 

How clearly is the case articulated? How well are appropriate aids used to convey the 

material? 

1   2   3   4   5 

Comment: 

 

 

 

2. Scope of Case-Study – 40% 

How well are cultural issues attended to?  Is the context adequately described? Are 

techniques of goal setting and collaboration well documented and described? How is the 

work evaluated? Is the voice of the client evident? 

1   2   3   4   5 

Comment: 

 

 

 

3. Structure of Case Study – 20% 

Does the Case Study have a clear organised framework that is justified? Is there a clear 

introduction and conclusion? Are the integration of case conception and the course of 

therapy evident? 

1   2   3   4   5 

Comment: 

 

 

 

4. Evidence of reading – 10% 

How well is the case and therapist decision making supported with reference to appropriate 

literature? 

 

1   2   3   4   5 

Comment 
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APPENDIX 1 – EXAMPLES OF PREVIOUS PROJECTS 

SUBMITTED 
 

A full list is available from: 

 

Postgraduate Administrator 

Institute of Education 

Ioe-postgaduate@massey.ac.nz 

 

 

 A Description of the Critical Features of Whaanau Whakapiripiri, a Meaningful Activity 

Programme for Tangata Whaiora. 

 The Effectiveness of a Career Counselling Intervention on ACC Rehabilitation Clients - 

A Consumer Perspective. 

 North Shore Secondary School Guidance Counsellors:  An Examination of Settings, 

Attributes and Role. 

 'Eight Angry Mothers' - An Evaluation of Parentline Manawatu's Group Intervention 

Programme. 

 The Early Indicators of Potential Breakdown in Intimate Relationships. 

 One School's Approach:  Evaluation of an Anti-sexual Harassment Programme. 

 Beyond Disillusionment. 

 Attitudes of Cook Islanders in Porirua to Sources of Help - An Ethnographic Study. 

 Stress in the New Zealand Police:  Five Front-line Officers. 

 Needs, Resources and Initiatives for Helping Troubled Young Students. 

 Families' Perception of the Mental Health System. 

 Performance Appraisal of School Guidance Counsellors. 

 How Some Young Samoan People Found Out about Sex and Sexuality:  A Study of 

Students in a Large Urban Co-educational School. 

 On the Cutting Edge of Two Cultures:  Cultural Adaptation and Areas of Tension of 

Samoan Girls in a Metropolitan High School. 

 'Chopping and Changing in My Views':  A Reflexive Study of the Dilemmas of 

Working and Mothering. 

 Violence in Junior Classrooms:  A Descriptive Study. 

 An Evaluation of Experimental Staff Training Workshops in Industry. 

 Assistance, in Auckland, Offered to Adolescents Coping with Loss. 

 An Evaluation of the Peer Support Programme at Stratford High School. 

 A Family Therapy Team in Pursuit of Enhanced Functioning:  An Action Research 

Project. 

 Counselling and Psychotherapy - Are They the Same or Are They Different? 

mailto:Ioe-postgaduate@massey.ac.nz
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 Mind the Gap:  A Study Of Six Secondary School Form Teachers. 

 Christian Counselling:  A Survey of Practices and Perceptions of Effectiveness. 

 'Putting it on Paper':  Using Interactive Drawing Therapy with Adult Clients. 

 Mapping Postnatal Depression. 

 Working with Clients Who are Depressed:  Counsellors' Perspectives. 

 Homophobic Attitudes and Feelings in a New Zealand Secondary School:  The Effect 

of an Intervention Workshop. 

 Aspects of Dean-Provided Guidance:  A Case Study Within a Small, Rural Secondary 

School. 

 A Client's Evaluation of a Community Counselling Agency. 

 Restructuring:  What Some Employees Think Employers Should Know. 

 Living and Dying:  Narrating the Self. 

 Moving on From Feeling Suicidal:  A Narrative Study of Past Recollections. 

 Choosing a Counsellor:  An Exploratory Case Study. 
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APPENDIX 2 – INFORMATION TO CONTRIBUTORS: NEW 

ZEALAND JOURNAL OF COUNSELLING 
 

Relevant Extracts Adapted From Guidelines for Contributors 

The overriding criteria for selection are that material is relevant and inviting to read. 

 

 The text should not exceed 6,500 words (13-15 pages double spaced) unless special 

arrangements have been made with the editors. 

 The title and abstract (no longer than 150 words) should appear on the first page of 

an article.  The abstract should cover the intent, scope, general procedures and 

principal findings of the article.   

 Authors should consult articles in recent issues of the Journal on general matters of 

style, e.g., conventions regarding headings, indentation of paragraphs, form of 

references, tables and graphs, etc. 

 The location of tables and graphs in the text must be clearly indicated.  They should 

be submitted on separate pages. 

 Footnotes should be avoided.   

 Referencing in the text and reference list should follow APA 6th (American 

Psychological Association) style.  Information on this can be accessed on line through 

Stream by clicking 'Referencing' under 'Institutional Bookmarks'. 

 

 Alternatively go to:  http://www.psychwww.com/resource/apacrib.htm 

 

Another site can be accessed via Massey Library by clicking 'Subject Guides'; 

Education'; and finally 'APA Citation style Resources' under the heading 'Research, 

Writing and Study Guides'.  Alternatively, from the Library home page, click on 'The 

Library for Postgraduates' and then 'APA Style Site', under 'Other Links'. 

 

http://www.psychwww.com/resource/apacrib.htm
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APPENDIX 3 – ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY PROCEDURES 
 

You are required to submit an annotated bibliography surveying the major literature 

published on the topic you are researching.   

 

The purpose of the annotated bibliography is to produce a report that will be an up-to-date 

compendium of resources on the selected topic. 

 

The bibliography can include books, chapters in books, journal articles, monographs, reports, 

etc, and ideally covers a range of these. 

 

The annotation should be your own commentary on the content of the resource, providing 

key information, description and explanation.  You should report (briefly) any important 

methodological features, findings, limitations and implications.  The objective is to give a 

concise picture of the focus of the material and its particular relevance to your topic.  The 

annotation is more general than an abstract (which requires more detail about research 

design, statistical procedures, etc.) and should be sensible to an informed reader. 

 

You should adopt a critical stance to the annotated literature.  Some judgment of worth 

(positive/negative) in general and in relation to the topic is encouraged, striving for specifics 

rather than generalities. 

 

Following the annotated references, provide a brief synthesised commentary on the 

references overall. 

 

Herewith are three annotation forms - two completed sample forms and one blank.  Use the 

blank form as the format for your computer or keep the blank form clear so that you can 

make as many photocopies as you require.  The completed sample forms will give you an 

idea of what an annotation could 'look like' when the instructions are followed. 

 

Instructions for completing the annotation form 

Show your topic, name and date on each annotated form. 

 

Leave FORM NO. until all of your annotations are completed.  (These will then be arranged in 

alphabetical order by first authors' name(s), and numbered in sequence, also showing on 

each sheet the total number of forms.  E.g. say you have 20 annotations, the first will be '1 of 

20', the second '2 of 20' and so on). 

 

 Author(s) name(s):  check spelling for accuracy.  One per line. 

 Date of publication:  year only for books, mth/year for journals if given. 
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 Article/chapter title:  enter in full without abbreviations. 

 Journal or Book title:  enter in full without abbreviations. 

 Journal Volume:  leave blank if book used. 

 Journal No:  leave blank if book used. 

 Pages:  show first and last page numbers. 

 Place of publication (Book):  show the first place shown. 

 Publishers full name:  as shown in the book. 

 Keywords:  enter up to 4 words that you think cover the main topics in the resource. 

These will sometimes be found on the 'detail' page of a book (e.g., 'adulthood, 

learning, cognitive styles') but with journal articles and other sources you will have to 

decide yourself on the key concepts or categories discussed. Their purpose is to 

provide a variety of sub-categories for compiling bibliographies. 

 Relevance rating:  estimate the relevance of the publication (or section) as it relates 

directly to your topic.  (Note that this is not a judgment of the publication as a whole, 

but your judgment about its relevance to your specific topic). 

 Annotation:  no more than 200 words, in the space provided. 
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Sample Annotated Bibliography – four stage content. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Weissman, A.M., Jogerst. G.J., & Dawson, J.D. (2003). Community 

characteristics associated ith child abuse in Iowa.  Child Abuse & 

Neglect 27(10), 1145-1159. 

 

Data from the state of Iowa county level child abuse reporting system 

was used to explore various demographic and community 

characteristics associated with child abuse rates.  Specific data from 

three urban elementary schools in the Midwest were examined to find 

the relation between the experience of being bullied in school, and 

school absences.  Using multivariate stepwise regression analysis the 

authors examined population-adjusted rates of reported and 

substantiated child abuse with rates of children in poverty, single-

parent families, marriage and divorce, unemployment, high school 

drop-outs, median family income, elder abuse, birth and death, health 

care access, and number of available caseworkers.  A survey of 300 

boys and girls between the ages of 7 and 10 was undertaken and 

school records were examined.  The findings point to rates of single 

parent families, divorce and elder abuse of being most predictive of 

child abuse.  In other words, familial structure was more significant 

statistically than poverty and other socioeconomic factors.  The author 

found that school absences correlated only with reports of high 

degrees of bullying, suggesting that children may be able to tolerate 

certain levels of bullying.  This article underscores the importance of 

comparing single and two-parent families, which is the focus of this 

paper.  The study did not yield separate results for boys and girls but 

did point to an important area of research in bullying. 

 

Methodolog

y and main 

points 

mention if 

the study 

was a 

survey, case 

study, type 

of 

experiment, 

etc, and who 

the subjects 

were and 

how they 

were 

Evaluation 

of the study 

evaluate 

work’s 

relationship 

to other 

works in this 

area of study 

The thesis 

and scope of 

the study 

name the 

hypothesis of 

the study and 

what 

population 

was studied 

 

Conclusion 

of findings 
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ANNOTATION FORM EXAMPLE 1 

 

YOUR TOPIC:  Developments in Counselling  YOUR NAME:  John Doe   

 

DATE:  October, 1995     FORM NO:     6    of    20   

 

TYPE OR PRINT NEATLY   Last name/Initials 

i Author(s) name(s)   1.  Fiet, S.S.  

 (list in order shown, one 

 per line, last name then initials)  2.  Lloyd, A.P.  

 

      3.         

 

ii Date of Publication:     June, 1990 

 

iii Article or chapter title (in full):    A profession in search of professionals 

 

iv Journal or Book title (in full):  Counselor Education and Supervision 

 

v (Journal) Volume:  29    vi No:      4   

 

vii Pages (start and end):     216-219  

 

viii Place of publication:      ix Publisher:     

 

x Keywords:  Professionalism/ Continuing Professional Development 

 

xi Relevance rating:  90-100% 

 

xii Annotation:  (your own words): 

 

The authors argue that Counselling has developed to the point where it meets the long-standing 

criteria for being called a profession.  They identify, from the literature, three main characteristics of a 

profession:  specialized training; ethical standards; and a strong identity with the field as a profession 

or vocation.  An assessment of counselling in relation to these characteristics leads them to proclaim:  

"Counselling is a profession" (p. 218).   

 

Having come to this conclusion, they move on to a related question:  the extent to which people who 

call themselves counsellors act as professionals.  They focus on being licensed and/or certificated (with 

implications for identifying with a code of ethics) and continuing education issues in particular and 
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consider that many counsellors fall short in these elements of professionalism. They conclude: "The 

genuine counselling profession is much smaller than is the general field of counselling that surrounds 

it" (p. 218).  They see this as the next major issue to be addressed with regard to the counselling 

profession. 

 

An interesting paper - not as comprehensive as that of Ritchie though in relation to judgment about 

counselling being a profession. 
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ANNOTATION FORM EXAMPLE 2 

 

 

YOUR TOPIC:  Developments in Counselling  YOUR NAME:  John Doe   

 

DATE:  October, 1995     FORM NO:     11    of    20   

 

TYPE OR PRINT NEATLY   Last name/Initials 

 

i Author(s) name(s)   1.  Ritchie, M.H.      

 (list in order shown, one 

 per line, last name then   2.         

 initials) 

      3.         

 

ii Date of Publication:     June, 1990      

 

iii Article or chapter title:    Counselling is not a profession – yet    

 (in full) 

             

 

             

 

iv Journal or Book title:    Counselor Education and Supervision 

 (in full) 

             

 

v (Journal) Volume:   29    vi No:      4  

 

vii Pages (start and end):      220-227  

 

viii Place of publication:      ix Publisher:     

 

x Keywords:  Professionalism/ Continuing Professional Development    

 

xi Relevance rating:  90-100% 

 

xii Annotation:  (your own words): 
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Ritchie says professional status cannot be claimed, others must ascribe it to an occupation.  He looks 

at counselling in relation to 10 criteria for a profession - based on criteria established by McCully 

(1962). 

 

(1) A service of great social value (Counselling = ++)  

(2) Performance rests on intellectual techniques (C=++)  

(3) Members possess a strong commitment/calling (C=+)  

(4) Based on a body of knowledge/theory/skills not generally known to the public; on scientific 

research unique to the profession (C= - Queries research and uniqueness)  

(5) Service unique (C=--)  

(6) Entry requires extensive specialized training (C=++)  

(7) Must demonstrate minimum competency by examination and supervised apprenticeship/ 

internship (C=+ Needs minimum standards)  

(8) Legally recognized through certification, licensure laws (C=-- Major difficulties)  

(9) Bound by an ethical code with enforcement (C=+ Counsellors outside of associations a liability)  

(10) Members possess broad authority over practice and profession possesses autonomy over internal 

operations (C=- Problems over funding and requirements of outside bodies especially insurance 

bodies). 

 

Recognizes gains but identifies gaps - research, training & legal recognition.  Thorough & has 

potential to be used to examine where things are in New Zealand. 
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BLANK ANNOTATION FORM (ALSO AVAILABLE ON STREAM) 

 

YOUR TOPIC:        YOUR NAME:       

 

       DATE:        

 

       FORM NO:           of     

 

 

TYPE OR PRINT NEATLY  Last name/Initials 

 

i Author(s) name(s)  1.          

 (list in order shown, one 

 per line, last name then  2.          

 initials) 

     3.          

 

 

ii Date of Publication:       

 

iii Article or chapter title:            

 (in full) 

             

 

 

iv Journal or Book title:          

 (in full) 

             

 

 

v (Journal) Volume:      vi No:      

 

 

vii Pages (start and end):      

 

 

viii Place of publication:         ix Publisher:      

 

 

x Keywords:             
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xi Relevance rating:    % 

 

 

xii Annotation:  (your own words): 
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APPENDIX 4 - ARTICLE FACING SHEET 
 

 

 

MASSEY UNIVERSITY 

INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION 

 

Te Kura o te Mätauranga 

 

 

 

 

COUNSELLING AND GUIDANCE PROGRAMME 

 

 

 

 

 

RESEARCH PROJECT 

253.800 

 

 

[Title of Project] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[Student Name] 

 

 

[Month/Year] 

 

 

 

Completed in Partial Fulfillment of the Master of Counselling Degree 
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APPENDIX 5 – INFORMATION AND GUIDELINES FOR 

EXAMINERS 
 

Contribution of Research Projects  

The Masters Research project contributes 45 credits (253.800) within a 240 credits Masters 

programme.  The project, whether a critical systematic literature review or case study, is in 

two parts:  n article (80% of the final grade) and Supplementary Material (20% of the final 

grade). The Project requires the practical application in the students own professional 

context of skills and ideas developed in their Masters programme.  The research projects are 

not theses and should not resemble a thesis in depth of inquiry or length or reporting. 

 

Examiners Report 

Research project markers often review these Projects from their own disciplinary 

background.  Consequently the points made below about criteria for assessment are 

intended as broad guidelines.  You should not feel obliged to respond to all of these points 

in detail or limit your report to just these points.  If you find the research project inadequate 

in any respect, please be specific about the shortcomings of and omissions from the study.  

Please indicate what you think should have been included or amended. 

 

Examiners should note that, where appropriate, students will be encouraged to publish their 

recent findings in academic and professional journals.  Accordingly, examiners may wish to 

indicate in their report the publication potential of all or parts of the research project. 

 

The examiners report is generally one to two pages long.  However the length of reports will 

vary. 

 

Confidentiality 

Examiners reports provide constructive and useful feedback to a candidate.  It is the policy of 

the Massey University Institute of Education to release the reports to the candidate minus 

the names of the examiners and the recommended grade.  However, your attention is drawn 

to the fact that the University is subject to the provisions of both the Official Information Act 

(1982) and the Privacy Act (1993).  Opinion from both the Ombudsman and the Privacy 

Commissioner indicates that your report will be considered to be personal information about 

the candidate.  The candidate could request access to your report under the provisions of 

the Privacy Act and a third party could request access to it under the Official Information Act. 
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Criteria for Assessing a Project 

Examiners are asked to read the research report or project and provide a written report that 

will usually include: 

i. an overall evaluation of the substance and quality of the research project; (GSE 14) 

ii. appropriate to the nature of the study, an indication of particular strengths or 

weaknesses of such features as research procedures, theoretical rigour, interpretation 

and argument, professional significance; and 

iii. comments on particular strengths or weaknesses in presentation and reporting. 

 

Grades for Research Projects 

The grade awarded within each level is dependent on judgments based on the complete set 

of evaluation guidelines.  The following classifications will be used in grading research 

reports and projects: 

 

A Level (A+, A, A-) An outstanding piece of work, which shows originality of design 

method or insight and which makes a significant contribution to 

knowledge in its field, with potential for publication in its current 

form. 

 

High B Level (B+) A substantial piece of work of high quality which demonstrates both a 

mastery of knowledge and methodology in its area, and makes an 

important contribution to knowledge in its field, which with some 

additional work may have potential for publication. 

 

B Level A sound piece of work that demonstrates skill and initiative in the 

design, conduct and reporting of research. 

 

B-/C+ Level An acceptable piece of work that demonstrates competence in the 

design, conduct and reporting of the research. 

 

C Level A passing grade, but one that nevertheless reveals inadequacies in 

design, structure or style. 

 

D Level Work, which is unacceptable in its present state but that with revision 

as suggested by Examiners, could be acceptable.  (i.e. C Level). 

 

E Level An unacceptable piece of work. 
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Guidelines for Assessment of Systematic Literature Review Report 

Examiners may consider the quality of all or some of the following components of the report, 

presented in the form of a journal article, with Supplementary Material. 

 

Review 

 Presents findings of the review in a logical, systematic and coherent theme based 

discussion (rather than being just an annotated bibliography); 

 Includes relevant details of particular studies and evaluates relative quality of studies; 

 Synthesizes in-depth findings in answer to the research topic and questions; 

 Implications are teased out; 

 Strengths and limitations of the review (including procedures used) are identified; 

 Reference list – complete, accurate. 

 

Writing/Presentation 

 Accurate language (e.g. sentence and paragraph structure, spelling, punctuation); 

 Clarity and consistency of format and style; 

 Meets the length requirement; 

 Coherence and logic of overall organisation; 

 Abstract – accurate reflection of article. 
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Supplementary Materials 

 

The Supplementary Materials section is designed to be a receptacle for all those parts of 

research that don‟t have a place in the final project.  The Supplementary Materials may 

contain: the original research proposal; the low risk ethics application; a version of a 

Research Journal ( a record of the research journey the student has followed, which may 

include “Think Pieces‟ where a student records their processing of ideas, plus a record of 

supervision, sometimes called a Supervision Diary, that contains dates of supervision and 

brief descriptions of content – these will include the emails shared with the supervisor); the 

Annotated Bibliography, plus a paragraph of synthesis (which summarises the Annotated 

Bibliography). Optional extras to include are cuttings from Newspapers or magazines etc. 

that have appeared relevant along the way, plus mind maps (if these have helped the 

student scope the project along the way), plus project drafts, where the student has made a 

significant shift in direction rather than the successive refinements that are invariably made 

towards completion of the final project – this might include some writing about the 

methodology whilst the student has been working it out.  The Supplementary Materials 

make up 20% of the final mark. 

 

Guidelines for Assessment of a Case Study 

See page 24 of Handbook. 

 

Guidelines for Assessment of New Paradigm Research 

See Reading 1. 

 

Guidelines for Assessment of Research Project as a Whole 

Although there is no one set of criteria by which these research projects may be judged, the 

following broad set of guideline examples are used (where appropriate to the form and 

style). 

 

Focus 

 Evident and maintained in clarity of purpose, in research question or problem, in 

objectives, and in explanations of professional significance. 

 

Literature Review/Theory  

 Study is linked with established knowledge and/or practice as illustrated in relevant 

literature. 

 

Procedures 

 Appropriate to the problem; 

 Adequately explained; 
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 Clearly justified; 

 Applied correctly; 

 Ethical issues addressed appropriately; 

 Provide a satisfactory base for interpretation, conclusions or generalizations; 

 Data and analyses are linked appropriately. 

 

Results/Findings/Outcomes 

 Are presented, meaningfully; 

 Are authentic, reliable; 

 Provide a well-grounded base for interpretation. 

 

Discussion/Conclusions/Links 

 Findings are linked with established knowledge; 

 Findings are shown to be warranted, fair, open to scrutiny; 

 Links shown to be logically (theoretically) consistent with developments in previous 

studies, reviews, arguments, theories; 

 Or divergence from previous studies is clearly identified and explained, if appropriate; 

 Links with concurrent or possible future projects identified. 

 

Writing/Presentation 

 Clarity and consistency of format, style, organization; 

 Meets the length requirement; 

 Quality of writing accuracy and readability (e.g. sentence and paragraph structure, 

spelling, punctuation). 

 

Contribution 

 As related to stated purposes and justifications, at what level does the project 

contribute: e.g. to theory, research, methodology, to professional practice, as an 

information base. 

 

Overall 

 Satisfactory replication; 

 Accurate reporting; 

 Novel application; 

 Well organized and maintained argument; 

 Critical flair; 

 Coherent analysis; 

 Original; 

 Quality of solution of a problem or answering of a question. 
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APPENDIX 6 – COUNSELLING CASE STUDY RESEARCH 

PROTOCOLS 
 

Contents: 

Preamble 

Part A: Introduction 

 Stages in the data collection process 

Part B: Information Sheet: Pre-Counselling 

Part C: Clients Informed Consent Form 

Part D: Agency Informed Consent Form 

Part E: Change Interview (post-counselling) 

Part F: End-of-counselling Follow-up Interview Consent Form 

Part G: Systematic Case Study Research proposal 

Part H: Permission to Publish 

Part I: Letter to Agency for Permission to Conduct Research 

Part J: Flowchart for Counselling Case Study Research 

 

Preamble: 

These protocols have been devised by the Massey University – Te Kunenga ki Pūrehuroa 

Counsellor Education team and approved by the Massey University Human Ethics Committee 

(MUHEC) so that active counsellors enrolled in the 45 Credit Research Project 253.800 can 

perform case study research without making their own individual application to MUHEC.  

Although this pre-acceptance for ethical approval is designed to save students time and 

therefore enable case study research to be achieved within the restrictions of a one year 

paper, there remain significant ethical processes to follow and great care needs to be taken 

to: 

 

1) read the Code of Ethical conduct on the MUHEC web page; 

2) read carefully the instructions contained in this Appendix 6; 

3) talk with your workplace and the 253.800 research project paper coordinator; 

4) if you decide to go ahead, complete the Research Proposal as outlined in Part G of 

this appendix. 

 

We agree, John McLeod and other leaders in the counselling field, that well managed 

counselling Case Studies, especially those that can include the experience of the client, will 

make a significant contribution to the development of best counselling practice.  That said, 

we encourage you to make an informed decision on whether to proceed.  If you are unsure 

or decide not to proceed you can revert to the pursuance of a Critical Systematic Literature 

Review for which there is no reduction in esteem held by examiners. 
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PART A:  COUNSELLING CASE STUDY RESEARCH PROTOCOL 

 

1. Introduction 

This protocol has been designed to enable students on a Masters-level programme in 

counselling to undertake systematic case study inquiry projects of publishable quality.  This 

protocol is informed by the principles of systematic case study research outlined in McLeod, 

J. (2010) Case study research in counselling and psychotherapy (London:  Sage), and students 

are advised to read that source material carefully in advance of completing a proposal.  This 

is in order to familiarize themselves with the epistemological and ethical issues involved in 

case-based inquiry, and to position their study within an established genre of case study 

analysis. 

 

The basis of the protocol is to construct a means of gaining informed consent for secondary 

analysis of professional data (i.e. information collected during counselling) in a situation 

where the protocol has been approved by a University Ethics Committee for implementation 

by an intern undertaking a programme of professional training in counselling that 

incorporates supervised practice in a recognized counselling/psychotherapy agency. 

 

2. Stages in the data collection process 

Before the case study commences, the student submits a Systematic Case Study Research 

Proposal to the research supervision team (see Part G) outlining the research aims and 

objectives of the case study in accordance with the research questions and models of 

systematic case inquiry outlined in McLeod (2010).  This proposal is considered by a panel, 

which may include: 

 

a) the research supervisor; 

b) the clinical supervisor and, where appropriate, 

c) the agency mentor/manager. 

 

In any situation in which the panel is concerned about the aims and methods of the study, or 

the ethical procedures being proposed by the student, the student will be directed to 

conduct non-case study research. 

 

Where the proposal is accepted the intern gains written agreement from their university 

research supervisor to begin to collect data that could in principle be used for purposes of 

case analysis.  The data to be collected would normally comprise a „rich case record‟ as 

defined in McLeod (2010) and would usually consist of brief, client-friendly outcome and 

process measures completed by the client, audio recordings of some sessions, and detailed 

post-session notes kept by the counsellor. 
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Before beginning counselling, the agency will be consulted and invited to take part (see Part 

B:  Participant Information Sheet; Part D:  Informed Consent Form; and Part I:  Letter to 

Agency for Permission to Conduct Research).  Where workplace agreement to participate is 

not received the intern will conduct non-case study research.  If workplace agreement is 

received then each client who is recruited into the study by the workplace will be invited to 

read a Participant Information Sheet (Part B), and complete an Informed Consent Form (Part 

C). 

 

On behalf of the intern, the workplace is advised to recruit more than one (up to three) 

„case study‟ clients before counselling with the intern commences, to allow for the 

possibility that some clients may decide at a later stage not to proceed with the project.  If 

insufficient clients are willing to be participants the intern will pursue non-case study 

research. 

 

Where sufficient clients are forthcoming the intern will check with the client at regular 

intervals (at least every session) that he or she is comfortable with these arrangements 

(process consent). 

 

The case data are not formally analysed during the period when counselling is on-going.  

During the period of counselling, the focus is on client well-being.  The client and intern may 

wish to discuss aspects of the research data in so far as this may make a contribution to their 

counselling goals. 

 

Where there is a natural end to counselling the intern may choose to opt for an end of 

counselling interview process to be initiated.  This process begins with approval from the 

workplace for end of counselling interviews to proceed in principle (see Part D & Part I).  

Where this approval has been obtained, then at the end of counselling the intern thanks the 

client for allowing the data to be collected and asks whether he or she might be willing to be 

interviewed by a colleague, on his or her views of whether the counselling has been helpful. 

 

If the client agrees to continue with an end of counselling interview, at an agreed period of 

time following the end of counselling (no more than 3 months), the client if contacted by a 

member of staff at the counselling agency, or another counselling colleague, who arranges 

to meet and to administer the Change Interview:  Post-Counselling (based on this schedule; 

see Part E).  At this point, the interviewer seeks consent from the client, with the End-of-

Counselling consent form, to allow the primary researcher (the counsellor) to write up the 

data as a case study (Part F).  The interviewer will be prepared to supply the client with 

information about further sources of counselling support, if on-going needs are identified 

during the interview. 
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On completion of the case study analysis, the client is invited to read and comment on the 

report of their counselling (not including literature review material) and give consent for the 

report to be written up and to be presented for marking, and where appropriate, for 

publication (Permission to Publish:  Part H).  Any negotiation with the client around these 

issues will be conducted by a member of staff at the counselling agency or another 

counselling colleague, not by the intern. 

 

Note:  Normally, a dissertation at Masters level would consist of one detailed case study, 

analysed using a structured team-based method (see McLeod 2010).  A thesis at Doctoral 

level would normally consist of a case series comprising detailed analysis of at least three 

cases. 

 

Adapted (by Lang, 19.10.11) from JMcL/version 1/7.11 
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PART B:  INFORMATION SHEET:  PRE-COUNSELLING  

 

[enter:  University headed paper – address, phone number, email] 

 

Participant Information Sheet (pre-counselling) 

 

Counselling Case Study Research 

As someone who has been offered counselling at the [name of agency], you are being asked 

to take part in a research study being conducted by [name of student].  Before you decide 

whether or not you want to take part in this study, it is important for you to understand why 

the research is being done and what it will involve.  Please take time to read the following 

information carefully.  Feel free to talk to others about the study if you wish.  Ask us if there 

is anything that is not clear or if you would like more information.  Take time to decide 

whether or not you wish to take part.  The offer of counselling from [name of agency or 

counsellor] does not depend on whether you take part in the study or not.  Should you 

choose not to take part, this decision will not adversely affect your counselling. 

 

What is the purpose of the study? 

The purpose of the study is to find out more about how people feel about the counselling 

they receive.  The aim is to develop an in-depth understanding of the experiences of service 

users, with the goal of applying this information to improve services in future. 

 

Do I have to take part? 

No.  It is up to you to decide whether or not to take part.  If you do decide to take part in the 

research, you will be given this information to keep, and be asked to sign a consent form.  

You are still free to withdraw at any time, and without giving a reason.  A decision to 

withdraw at any time, or a decision not to take part, will not affect the standard of care you 

receive. 

 

What will happen to me if I take part? 

If you take part in the research study, we will ask you to complete some brief questionnaires 

each week, and to allow us to make an audio recording of each counselling session. 

 

We may also ask you to take part in an interview after you have finished counselling. 

 

If you do not feel like completing a questionnaire, allowing a session to be recorded, or any 

other aspect of the research, you are free to decline, without giving a reason.  It is OK to 

ignore any questions on the questionnaires that you do not wish to answer.  We will ask you 

on a regular basis if you are comfortable with taking part in the research, and if you are still 

willing to continue. 
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Are there any risks of taking part in this study? 

The questionnaires and interview are designed to complement your counselling, and do not 

constitute a risk.  If the data collected in the research indicates that you may have a mental 

health issue that requires additional treatment, we will let you know, and advise you to 

consult your doctor.  You identity will remain confidential. 

 

What are the possible benefits of taking part? 

We cannot promise that the study will help you personally, but the information we receive 

may help improve the quality of counselling services in future.  In other studies of this type, 

some participants have found that completing questionnaires and interviews has been 

beneficial in helping them to focus on the issues they wish to discuss with their counsellor. 

 

What if there is a problem 

Any complaint about the way you have been dealt with during the study will be addressed.  

If you have worries or concerns about any aspect of the study, you can contact the research 

supervisor at any time: [name, address, phone and email of research supervisor]. 

 

Alternatively, you can contact the manager of the counselling service:  [name, address, phone 

and email of manager], and receive their unconditional support. 

 

What will happen if I do not want to carry on with the study? 

You are free to withdraw from the study if you wish to do so.  If you choose to withdraw 

from completing research questionnaires and interviews, you will be eligible to continue to 

receive counselling.  If you withdraw from the research, we will write to you to ask whether: 

 

a) you are willing for us to use the research information collected up to the date of your 

withdrawal, or  

b) you would prefer that we destroy all the information we have collected on your 

counselling. 

 

If you do not reply to our letter, we will implement option (b) – destroying all information. 

 

Will my taking part in the study be kept confidential? 

Yes.  All information about your participation in the study will be kept confidential.  You will 

be given a code number, and all information about you that is stored will be identifiable only 

by that anonymous code.  All information that you provide will be stored in a locked filing 

cabinet or secure electronic database, to which only the researchers will have access. 
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We, including the counselling agency; the intern as your counsellor; the research supervisor 

at the University; and the clinical supervisor of the intern, have a duty of confidentiality to 

you as a research participant and nothing that could reveal your identity will be disclosed 

outside the research site. 

 

All research information will be retained for 5 years following the end of study, to allow the 

research team to complete analyses of the data.  Your information will then be disposed of 

securely, unless you provide us with written permission to use it for further research 

purposes.  If this occurs, you will be invited to complete a new informed consent form. 

 

What will happen to the results of the research study? 

The information collection during the study will be analysed by examining trends and 

themes.  If your individual information is being considered for inclusion in a case study, you 

will be asked for further consent, once you have completed counselling. 

 

The results of the study will be published in a dissertation being carried out by [name of 

student] at Massey University, and, with your permission only, the report may be published 

in a professional journal and may be presented at a conference.  You will not be identified in 

any report or publication unless you have specifically consented to release such information. 

 

Contact details 

For any further information about the study, please contact [enter: names and contact details 

of the student, the research supervisor, and the agency colleague/mentor]. 

 

Thank you for taking the time to read this Information Sheet 

 

This project has been reviewed and approved by the Massey University Human Ethics 

Committee:  Southern A, Application 11/56.  If you have any concerns about the conduct of 

this research, please contact:  email humanethicsoutha@massey.ac.nz 
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PART C:  CLIENTS INFORMED CONSENT FORM 

 

[enter:  University headed paper] 

Informed Consent Form:  (start of study) 

 

 

I have been informed of the research project:  Counselling Case Study Research 

 

I have read the Information Sheet and have had the details explained to me. 

 

I have had an opportunity to ask questions about my potential participation in this study. 

 

I understand that I can withdraw from this project up until the final write up stage of the 

report, and my opportunities for counselling will not be affected. 

 

If I have any complaint or queries about any aspect of the study at any stage, up until the 

date of project completion, I realise that I can contact [contact details of research supervisor 

and agency colleague/mentor]. 

 

I have decided that I will participate in this project. 

 

 

Participant name  ________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Participant signature  __________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Researcher signature  __________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Date:    ____________________________________ 

 

 

 

This project has been reviewed and approved by the Massey University Human Ethics 

Committee:  Southern A, Application 11/56.  If you have any concerns about the conduct of 

this research, please contact:  email humanethicsoutha@massey.ac.nz 
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PART D:  AGENCY INFORMED CONSENT FORM 
 

[enter:  University headed paper] 

Informed Consent Form:  (start of study) 

 

 

I have been informed of the research project:  Counselling Case Study Research 

 

I have read the Information Sheet and have had the details explained to me. 

 

I have had an opportunity to ask questions about my/our potential participation in this 

study. 

 

I have decided that I/we will/will not (please circle ONE) participate in this project. 

 

I have decided that I/we will/will not (please circle ONE) participate in the follow-up end of 

counselling interview process 

 

If I have any complaint or query about any aspect of the study at any stage, up until the date 

of project completion, I realise that I can contact [contact details of research supervisor and 

agency colleague/mentor]. 

 

 

Participant name  ________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Participant signature  __________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Researcher signature  __________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Date:    ____________________________________ 

 

This project has been reviewed and approved by the Massey University Human Ethics 

Committee:  Southern A, Application 11/56.  If you have any concerns about the conduct of 

this research, please contact:  email humanethicsoutha@massey.ac.nz 
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PART E:  CHANGE INTERVIEW (POST-COUNSELLING) 

 

(source:  Professor Robert Elliott) 

Client Change Interview Protocol 

 

Interview Strategy: 

This interview works best as a relatively unstructured empathic exploration of the clients 

experience of counselling.  Think of yourself as primarily trying to help the client tell you the 

story of his or her counselling so far.  It is best if you adopt an attitude of curiosity about the 

topics raised in the interview, using the suggested open-ended questions plus empathic 

understanding responses to help the client elaborate on his/her experiences.  Thus, for each 

question, start out in a relatively unstructured manner and only impose structure as needed.   

 

For each question, a number of alternative wordings have been suggested, but keep in mind 

that these may not be needed. 

 

 Ask client to provide as many details as possible 

 

 Use the “anything else” probe (e.g., “Are there any other changes that you have 

noticed?):  inquire in a non-demanding way until the client runs out of things to say. 

 

Interview schedule: 

Introduce the interview with your own personal version of this statement: 

 

“The aim of this interview is to look at any changes you have noticed since counselling 

began, what you believe may have brought about these changes, and helpful and unhelpful 

aspects of the counselling.  The main purpose of this interview is to allow you to tell us about 

the counselling and the research in your own words.  This information will help us to better 

understand how the counselling works; it will also help us to improve the counselling.  This 

interview is tape-recorded for later transcription.  Please provide as much detail as 

possible”. 

 

Also, run through the confidentiality of the study and let the client ask questions. 
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1. Background 

It would be helpful if you would describe how you came to enter counselling. 

e.g. for clients with mental health issues: 

 

 What were you/life like before you started to get ill? 

 How did your life change as you became unwell? 

 What impact did it have on you when you received a diagnosis? 

 What made you decide to try counselling?  What was your attitude to counselling at 

that time?  How did you feel when counselling was suggested to you? 

 

2. Changes since you entered counselling: 

 What changes, if any, have you noticed in yourself since counselling started?  

For example, are you doing, feeling, or thinking differently from the way you did 

before? What specific ideas, if any, have you gotten from counselling so far, including 

ideas about yourself or other people?  Have any changes been brought to your 

attention by other people? [Interviewer:  Jot changes down for later.] 

 What changes, if any, have other people noticed in you since counselling 

started? 

 Has anything changed for the worse for you since counselling started? 

 Is there anything that you wanted to change, that has not shifted since 

counselling started? 

 

As the client is answering these questions, make a list of changes and enter them into the 

form) 

 

3. Change Ratings:  (Go through each change, check out that the way you have phrased it 

seems right to the client, and ask the client to rate it on the following three scales: (use 

form) 

 

a) For each change, please rate how much you expected it versus were surprised 

by it?  (Use this rating scale) 

 

(1) Very much expected it 

(2) Somewhat expected it 

(3) Neither expected nor surprised by the change 

(4) Somewhat surprised by it 

(5) Very much surprised by it 
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b) For each change, please rate how likely you think it would have been if you had 

not been in counselling? (use this rating scale) 

 

(1) Very unlikely without counselling (clearly would not have happened) 

(2) somewhat unlikely without counselling (probably would not have happened) 

(3) Neither likely nor unlikely (no way of telling) 

(4) Somewhat likely without counselling (probably would have happened) 

(5) Very likely without counselling (clearly would have happened anyway) 

 

c) How important or significant to you personally do you consider this change to 

be?  (Use this rating scale) 

 

(1) Not at all important 

(2) slightly important 

(3) Moderately important 

(4) Very important 

(5) Extremely important 

 

4. Attributions:  In general, what do you think has caused these various changes? In 

other words, what do you think might have brought them about?  

(Including things both outside of counselling and in counselling).  At this point, try to 

explore any non-counselling factors that may have had an influence, such as: 

 

a) The course of the illness (getting worse or better) 

b) The effects of medication (drugs for the illness, or antidepressants and anti-anxiety 

drugs, sleeping pills, etc) 

c) Changes in relationships (e.g., family members or friends being more/less helpful) 

d) Other activities and cultural resources (e.g., holidays, church attendance, etc). 

 

5. Helpful Aspects:  Can you sum up what has been helpful about your counselling so 

far? Please give examples.  (For example, general aspects, specific events).  Were there 

any turning points in the counselling – sessions or things that happened, that were 

particularly helpful? 

 

6. Problematic Aspects: 

a) What kinds of things about the counselling were hindering, unhelpful, negative 

or disappointing for you? (For example, general aspects, specific events) 

b) Were there things in the counselling that were difficult or painful, but still OK or 

perhaps helpful?  What were they? 
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c) Has anything been missing from your treatment? (What would make/have made 

your counselling more effective or helpful?) 

 

7. Suggestions.  Do you have any suggestions for us, regarding counselling? If you 

were going to attend counselling again from the start, or if you were going to 

recommend it to a friend with an illness similar to your own, what would you suggest 

could be altered or improved? 

 

8. Finally, what was this interview like for you? Do you feel that you had an opportunity 

to say everything that might be relevant? Do you have any suggestions for improving the 

way the interview is structured? Do you have anything else that you want to tell me? 

 

9. Change Interview Summary Form 

 

Client ID no. Or Initials   Interviewer   Date   

Psychopharmacological Medication Record (incl. herbal remedies) 

 

Medication Name For what symptoms? Dose/Frequency How long? Last Adjustment? 
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Change List (continue over page if necessary) 

 

Change Change was: 

 

1  expected 

3  neither 

5  surprised 

by 

Without therapy 

 

1  unlikely 

3  neither 

5  likely 

Importance: 

 

1  not at all 

2  slightly 

3  moderately 

4  very 

5  extremely 

1. 

 

 

1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

2. 

 

 

1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

3. 

 

 

1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

4. 

 

 

1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

5. 

 

 

1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 1     2     3     4     5 

(note: one copy of this change form to stay with client) 
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PART F:  END –OF-COUNSELLING FOLLOW-UP INTERVIEW CONSENT 

FORM 
 

[enter:  University headed paper] 

 

Informed Consent form (follow-up interview) 

 

Counselling research project:  Counselling Case Study Research 

 

I have had an opportunity to ask questions about my continued participation in this study. 

 

I have decided that I will give permission to be involved in a follow-up interview. 

 

I understand that I will be asked to give further permission before the case study is published 

in any form. 

 

I understand that I can withdraw from this project at any time, up until the final write up 

stage. 

 

If I have any complaint or queries about any aspect of the study at any stage, I realise that I 

can contact [contact details of supervisor and agency mentor]. 

 

 

Participant name  ________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Participant signature  __________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Researcher signature  __________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Date:    ____________________________________ 

 

This project has been reviewed and approved by the Massey University Human Ethics 

Committee:  Southern A, Application 11/56.  If you have any concerns about the conduct of 

this research, please contact:  email humanethicsoutha@massey.ac.nz 

mailto:humanethicsoutha@massey.ac.nz
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PART G: SYSTEMATIC CASE STUDY RESEARCH PROPOSAL 
 

Counselling Case Study Research 

 

Title: 

 

Name of researcher: 

 

 

Introduction (review of background literature and rationale for the study) 

 

 

Aims 

 

 

Research questions 

 

 

Method 

 

o Procedure 

 

o Ethical consent, including a draft MUHEC Low Risk Notification 

 

o Measures/data collection instruments 

 

o Data analysis 

 

 

Timeline 

 

 

Dissemination/publication 

 

 

References 
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PART H:  PERMISSION TO PUBLISH 
 

[enter:  University headed paper] 

 

Counselling Case Study Research:  Client Informed Consent Form:  Permission to Publish 

 

I have had an opportunity to read and comment on the draft case study report on my experience of 

counselling. 

         YES/NO (please circle) 

 

I have indicated any changes that are necessary for purposes of accuracy and confidentiality 

         YES/NO (please circle) 

 

I allow my case report to be published in a dissertation that will be stored in Massey University library 

         YES/NO (please circle) 

 

I allow my case to be presented at conferences and seminars attended by professional counsellors

  YES/NO (please circle) 

 

I allow my case report to be published in a journal that is read by professional counsellors 

         YES/NO (please circle) 

 

If I have any complaint or query about any aspect of the study at any stage, up until the completion of 

the project, or change my mind on any of the decisions indicated above, I realize that I can contact 

[enter: names and contact details of research supervisor and agency mentor]. 

 

Participant name  __________________________________________________________________________________ 

_ 

Participant signature  _________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Researcher signature  __________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Date:    ____________________________________ 

 

(One (1) copy to be retained by client) 

This project has been reviewed and approved by the Massey University Human Ethics Committee:  Southern A, 

Application 11/56.  If you have any concerns about the conduct of this research, contact:  

email humanethicsoutha@massey.ac.nz 
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PART I:  LETTER TO AGENCY FOR PERMISSION TO CONDUCT RESEARCH 
 

[enter:  University header] 

 

Request to Agency for Permission to Conduct Research:  Counselling Case Study 

Research 

 

Researcher/Intern address 

 

Counselling agency address 

 

Date 

 

Dear (enter:  name of the agency manager or other appropriate person) 

 

As you know, I would like to carry out a case study research project with one of the clients I 

will be counselling at (enter:  name of counselling agency).  Clients will be invited to take part 

by yourself, and there will be no pressure on them to do so if they do not wish to.  Clients 

will also be free to withdraw from the research at any time.  I wish to ask for permission to 

carry out a research project at (name of agency). 

 

You are also asked to consider the appropriateness of me asking a counselling colleague to 

conduct an end of counselling interview.  The processes and rationale for this is contained in 

the attached Information Sheet, Consent Form and Change Interview Form.  A counsellor 

colleague is asked to carry out the Change Interview so that my role as counsellor is clear 

with the clients who agree to participate. 

 

In the final write-up clients will not be referred to by name, and nor will this agency.  Any 

data that is collected will be stored carefully and destroyed 5 years after the research project 

is completed. 

 

The research is part of my Masters in counselling, and the results will be available to the 

agency, the clients themselves, and to my research supervisor at Massey University. 

 

I feel this research would be of benefit to (name of counselling agency) and also other 

agencies and to the counselling community in general. 

 

I am available to discuss this project with you, and you are also invited to discuss any 

concerns you may have with my supervisor(s). [enter name/contact details of supervisor]. 
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With your informed consent we invite you to sign the Informed Consent Form [Appendix 3B] 

 

Yours sincerely [enter:  Name of student/research] 

 

(copy to be retained by agency) 

 

This project has been reviewed and approved by the Massey University Human Ethics 

Committee:  Southern A, Application 11/56.  If you have any concerns about the conduct of 

this research, please contact:  email humanethicsoutha@massey.ac.nz 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:humanethicsoutha@massey.ac.nz
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APPENDIX 7 – RESEARCH OUTLINE SUMMARY SHEET 

 

MASSEY UNIVERSITY 

INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION 

TE KURA O TE MĀTAURANGA 

 

RESEARCH OUTLINE SUMMARY SHEET 

 

 

Title:   Surname:      First Name:       

 

Massey ID Number:      

 

Mailing Address:           

 

             

 

             

 

Telephone:  Home [       ] Work [      ] 

 

Email:             

 

Proposed Title of Research Project: 

             

 

Proposal for: [please tick] 

 

  Case Study 

 

  Literature Review 

 

I completed Research methods paper number:        in

   [year] 

 

Supervisor:  I would like to have      as my supervisor. 
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Please outline any discussions you have had with the nominated supervisor. 

 

For an electronic writable version of this form please go to: 

http://www.massey.ac.nz/massey/learning/departments/institute-of-

education/study/documents.cfm 

 

http://www.massey.ac.nz/massey/learning/departments/institute-of-education/study/documents.cfm
http://www.massey.ac.nz/massey/learning/departments/institute-of-education/study/documents.cfm
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APPENDIX 8 – SUPERVISION RECORD 

 

MASSEY UNIVERSITY 

INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION 

TE KURA O TE MĀTAURANGA 

 

EDUCATION RESEARCH REPORT 

SUPERVISION RECORD 

 

Student Name:           

 

Paper Number & Title:          

 

It is a requirement that students make formal contact with their supervisor at least once a 

month by telephone, skype, email or in person.  This sheet must be attached to your final 

report or project. 

 

 

Date How Contacted Outcome 
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Date How Contacted Outcome 
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APPENDIX 9 – HOW TO ACCESS STREAM 
 

Please log in to Stream  

as soon as possible! 

 

 

You can access Stream via any computer connected to the internet.  If you have an internet 

connection at home or elsewhere, you can access the Stream site for this paper at any time.  

 

It is also possible to access the online environment from work (seek permission first if from 

work as there may be access issues, e.g. firewall protection), friends‟ computers, libraries or 

similar public access points such as internet cafes. 

 

You can access Stream from the Massey homepage or directly at http://stream.massey.ac.nz. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://stream.massey..ac.nz/
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APPENDIX 10 – MASSEY UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 
 

The Library provides resources and help to support your study.  Please contact us if you need 

help finding information or requesting Library material. 

 

Phone:  0800 MASSEY (0800 627 739) ask for the Library 

OR 

call direct  +64 6 350 5670 ext. 2880 

 

Email:  library@massey.ac.nz 

 

There are three key ways to access Library help and resources while studying at a Distance: 

 

 Distance Library Service – our delivery system especially for you. 

 Library Website – access to our resources and services. 

 Visiting the Library in person – make the most of any visits to campus. 

 

Distance Library Service 

The Distance Library Service delivers course-related Library materials to students who are 

eligible (students studying predominantly distance or block mode courses in a semester).  

For information about using the Distance Library Service, see The Library for Distance 

Learning section of our website (http://library.massey.ac.nz).  If you are uncertain about your 

eligibility please contact the Distance Library Service. 

 

We will: 

 Send books to you and provide access to journal articles. 

 Note:  The Library must comply with the Copyright Act which restricts the amount 

that can be copied or scanned (normally one chapter or article, or 10 percent from 

any one publication). 

 Help you to find information that you need for your study. 

 Teach you how to use databases and resources effectively to do your own research. 

o Undergraduate students get help from professional librarians over the 

telephone (use the 0800 number), email or live via the Internet.  We will talk you 

through finding articles, books and other research on your topic. 

o Postgraduate students book a Research Consultation.  This is training with a 

subject specialist librarian and can be by telephone, email or live via the Internet. 

 

Details and Contacts are available on The Library for Distance Learning section of the 

website. 
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Studying outside New Zealand?  We will supply materials to help you with your studies, 

but there may be some restrictions.  Please contact us for more information or look for the 

Services to Offshore students part of the Library for Distance Learning pages. 

 

When you are using the Library from a distance it is especially vital to plan ahead to allow 

plenty of time just in case the material or assistance you need is not immediately available. 

 

Library Website (http://library.massey.ac.nz) 

You can use the Library website to find resources by: 

 

 Searching Discover – search across our physical collections and a large proportion of 

our electronic resources (article databases, e-journals, e-books and more) – so you 

get both books and a selection of articles and other resources in the one search.  

 Searching the Catalogue (using Encore or Classic) to find and request books, 

theses, DVDs and other items held at any of the Massey Libraries. 

 Using Subject Guides – a quick way to the key resources in your subject area. 

 Searching individual Article Databases to find journal and newspaper articles on a 

topic.  This will provide access to our full range of databases. 

 Printing copies of past exam papers – sorry we do not have the answers! 

 

You can also log in to your MyLibrary record to check your due dates, renew your books, 

view your reading history, and request items from the Catalogue. 

 

There are request forms on the website to request resources and help – look under the Quick 

Links for Forms. 

 

For advice on finding information see the How to Find section.  These pages include 

onscreen demonstrations of key information skills that will help you get started. 

As well as The Library for Distance Learning page, use The Library for Undergraduates or 

Postgraduates (whichever is appropriate), Subject Guides, Article Databases, and check out 

our blog Library Out Loud (LOL), follow us on Twitter or Facebook for the latest news from 

us. 

 

Using the Library in Person 

You are welcome at any of the Massey Campus Libraries – in Albany, Palmerston North and 

Wellington.  Services available from these libraries include Information Desks where you can 

get help in using Library resources, research consultations for postgraduate students and 

EndNote support, access to computers and photocopiers, wireless network from your laptop 

(setup is required).  All Massey libraries provide help and support, but not all resources are 

held in every Library. 
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All the details about our libraries, including opening hours, locations and services are 

available on the Library website, under About Us. 

When you are visiting, why not take advantage of our professional help (at the Information 

Desks) or if you are a postgraduate, book a Research Consultation with a subject specialist 

Librarian.  Details are on The Library for Postgraduates page. 

 

EndNote 

EndNote is specialised software for organising the research and articles you find. It allows 

you to: 

 

1. Create, store, and manage your references  

2. Import and store references from electronic databases 

3. Annotate, sort and search your references 

4. Create bibliographies instantly in a variety of bibliographic styles 

5. Insert citations into your Microsoft Word documents. 

 

See the Librarys EndNote webpage (under Quick Links on the website) for further 

information on ordering the software, and our training and help materials. 
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READINGS 
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READING 1 
'New paradigm' research – guidelines for assessment. 

 

Research Project in Counselling 253.800  

'New Paradigm' Research, for example, arts-based research, autoethnography, 

collective biography, narrative inquiry 

 

These notes, intended for Counselling Research Project Markers, will indicate quality criteria 

for a range of different 'new paradigm' approaches to research. 

 

Most research in the world of counselling, which is a new profession aspiring towards 

scientific respectability, uses quantitative data.  Some qualitative research also makes 

positivist assumptions about evidence - cause, effect and proof.  (An aside:  If any of these 

words are new or confusing to you, look them up now and start a Glossary of your own.  By 

choosing to study at Masters level you are entering the wonderful world of academic 

apprenticeship.  Just as plumbers need to know the jargon of pipe fitting, you need to know 

the jargon of 'philosophies of knowledge'.) 

 

All research and 'knowledge production' is political:  Who funds it, what do funders retain 

the power to use that research for etc.  Since the 1960s and the impact of feminism (Lather, 

2008), challenging traditional ways of 'knowledge production' that excluded or marginalised 

women, the working classes and people of colour, not to mention gay, lesbian and people 

with disabilities, change in the politics of research has gathered pace.  It would be unwise to 

throw away the benefits of reductionist, positivist traditional research and so we take a 

pluralistic view.  Just as feminists pointed out gender bias in research in the mid-twentieth 

century (see for example Gilligan, 1982), Maori researchers have taken a lead in highlighting 

the 'silencing' of indigenous people in Aotearoa (Smith, 1999). 

 

The narrative turn in the social sciences has been the backdrop to this ongoing debate 

between social constructionism and positivism (Chase, 2005).  Stories help express the 

particular, all parts of ourselves, fully, in relation to other people and with emotion, a word 

which for years was not allowed into psychology or sociology.  Stories also allow for the 

telling of local and embodied experience.  Some feminist research, for example (Lather & 

Smithies, 1997) talks about statistics representing people with the tears wiped away.  This is 

contested by other feminist researchers (see for example Oakley, 1999). 

 

There has been an opening up to what I'm calling 'new paradigm', innovative or 'non-

traditional' approaches to research in some disciplines, including counselling.  We offer a 

pluralistic model.  This might mean you could choose to conduct a survey of supervisors in 
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New Zealand, or you might write an autoethnographic account of your experience in 

supervision.  How those different studies would be assessed for validity, rigour and so on 

would need to be carefully considered.  This list is intended to indicate how 'new paradigm' 

research is assessed. 

 

Jeannie Wright, 2011 

Assessment Criteria: 

1. Overall Presentation 

 Structure 

 Word count 

 Referencing 

 

2. Abstract 

Purpose: 

 Details of what the study set out 

to do/explore/understand 

 Context: 

 Methodology/methods 

employed 

 Results and implications 

 

3. Literature Review 

 Search strategy clear 

 Critical review of previous 

research and/or theories, 

providing context and 

background for current study 

 Relevant studies obtained 

 Breadth and depth of review 

 Synthesis and links to students 

study 

 

4. Aims and Purpose 

 Aims and purpose of the study 

clearly specified 

 Explanation of researcher's 

interest 

 Background and context of study 

 Reflexivity statement could be 

introduced here or in section 9 

below. 
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 Originality of the work 

5. Methodology 

 Explanation of overall 

philosophical stance and choice 

of methodology or approach 

 Definitions of terms 

 Limitation 

 

6. Authenticity and Impact 

 Does this resonate with me? 

 Does this affect me 

emotionally/intellectually? 

 Does this generate new 

question/more me to write? 

 Move me to try new research 

practice? 

 Move me to action? 

 Does it transgress taken for 

granted assumptions? 

 Make a difference? 

 Implement an emancipatory 

agenda? 

 

7. Trustworthiness  

 Does this text seem "truthful" – 

credible account of a cultural, 

social, individual, or communal 

sense of the "real"? 

 Are the claims to truth and 

knowledge embedded in multiple 

criteria that address issues of 

race, sex, cultural class and "lived 

experience." 

 

8. Substantive and Original Contribution 

to Knowledge 

 Addresses a research area not 

previously address in the specific 

setting 

 Focuses on a different aspect of 

previous research, e.g. NZ based, 
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not US or European 

 Contributes to a deeper 

understanding of the area. 

9. Reflexivity and Participatory Ethics 

 How the author came to write 

this text? 

 How was the information 

gathered? 

 Which community's interests 

does the text represent? 

 Are ethical issues discussed and 

fully considered? 

 Does the contribution made 

outweigh the ethical 

dilemmas/pain for participants 

and readers? 

 Is there adequate self-awareness 

and reflexivity by the author for 

the reader to make judgements? 

 

10. Discussion 

 Were the research questions or 

exploration supported by the 

findings? 

 Were findings and 

inconsistencies explored? 

 Were findings reflected upon and 

discussed with relevant literature? 

 Any limitations? 

 Recommendations for practice 

and/or further research? 

 Dissemination discussed and 

specified, e.g. where might this 

study be published? 

 

11. Summary and Conclusions 

 Only conclusions that can be 

justifiably drawn from the 

research. 

 Succinct and clear 
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12. Appendices 

 Copies of research instruments (if 

relevant) 

 Letters 

 Information sheets & MUHEC 

documents 

 

   

Grade/Mark:  

 

Notes for Examiner/s 

 

Creativity and innovation in qualitative research is to be encouraged but academic 'rigour' 

still applies. 

A 'new paradigm' study may not follow conventional structures but must demonstrate 

scholarly research conventions. 

The above Assessment Criteria are adapted from Laurel Richardson, Heewon Chang, 

Ruthellen Josselson, Kim Etherington, Jane Speedy and others. 
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READING 2 
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